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Worldwide Developers Conference

June 2016 GAAB Meeting

Every year, Apple holds an annual Worldwide Developers
Conference at the Moscone West convention center in San
Francisco, California, giving thousands of developers from
around the world a chance to meet up with Apple engineers and
sit in on valuable workshops and software sessions.

We are celebrating our 32nd Anniversary as a Mac User
Group. Members should set aside June 8th for our 32nd
Anniversary Dinner. The dinner will be at the Nirvana
Indian Restaurant, 5180 Western Turnpike, Altamont, NY
12009. (Nirvana Map (Click Here)

Expected Announcements
iOS 10
Apple will unveil the next version of the iOS operating system at
the Worldwide Developers Conference, providing it to developers
directly after the keynote event so they can start creating apps
using newly announced features and APIs. We don’t know all
of the changes coming in iOS 10, but there have been rumors
suggesting it could be an exciting update.
iOS 10 is expected to include a redesigned Apple Music app with
a more intuitive user interface and a bolder, more streamlined
design. The “New” tab will be replaced with a “Browse” option
and better access to song lyrics will be included, making Apple
Music easier than ever to use.
A Siri SDK could be announced, allowing third-party developers
to add Siri support into their apps for the first time. Allowing Siri
to interface with third-party apps will significantly increase the
functionality of the personal assistant.
The update may include Apple Pay support for web browsers,
allowing Apple Pay to be used to make purchases via Safari, and
we’re also expecting to see some improvements to the Photos app,
but we don’t yet know what features will be added.

Continued on page 11.

6:00 p.m.
Nirvana Indian Restaurant
5180 Western Tnpk, Altamont

Members in Good Standing should register for the dinner
on our website at (Dinner Signup Here) so we can make
timely reservations. Please submit your reservation by
June 7, 2016.
GAAB Meeting Agenda:
Greetings/Dinner
The GAAB Help Desk - Bring your questions to the meeting
Discussion Tpic: Latest Apple Updates
Announcements From Apple, iOS Tips, etc.

Featured in this Issue

Next GAAB Meeting
June 8, 2016

This years’ WWDC will provide plenty for discussion
about the direction Apple is taking and what is new for
the Mac. To see what the pundits are forecasting you can
look here. We will also be discussing the future of GAAB
at this dinner.
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.
The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.
Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.

Anticipating WWDC 2016:
What’s in Store for Apple’s
Macs and OS X
by Daniel Eran Dilger, AppleInsider
Apple has sold far more iOS devices than Macs over the
past several years, but as a $20 billion business, the Mac
platform remains extremely important to the company.
Here’s a look at where Apple’s conventional computing
platform is headed, and what we can expect to see at this
year’s Worldwide Developer Conference.
Apple is notoriously secretive about its future plans right
up to the point where it is ready to release new hardware
at its Apple Event launches, or alternatively, new software
and cloud services at its annual Worldwide Developer’s
Conference in June. Here’s what to look forward to at next
month’s developer event, focusing specifically on Mac OS
and the devices that run it. Previous articles examined the
iOS and watchOS platforms.
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WWDC is all about software, as it is the company’s annual
meeting with app developers, accessory partners and
others who interface with Apple’s platform APIs. While
the company has occasionally debuted new hardware at
WWDC, in recent years the event has focused almost
entirely on new software releases (iOS, Mac OS, watchOS
and iCloud) and ways developers can make the most of
Apple’s platforms.
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Rebranded macOS
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There’s been some discussion already that Apple may
rename today’s OS X to macOS, in order to bring its
branding in line with its other platforms: iOS, watchOS
and the tvOS it unveiled last year for Apple TV.

Education SIG
John Buckley
272-7128

Originally, Apple referred to its Macintosh operating
system as System Software. In the 1990s, it began referring
to it as Mac OS. After acquiring Steve Jobs’ NeXT in
1997, Apple transplanted its Mac desktop environment
onto a UNIX foundation alongside advanced NeXTSTEP
Continued on page 6.
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Internet SIG
5 Password Mistakes
Far Too Man People Make
by Kim Komando

There’s a joke going around the Internet
that says, “I changed my password to
‘incorrect’ so whenever I forget it the
computer will say, ‘Your password
is incorrect.’” It’s a funny idea, but
passwords are actually a serious matter.
They’re often the only thing standing
between a snoop and your information
or money.
Today we’re going to go over the most common password
mistakes you can make, so you know what not to do. I’ll
also share some easy ways to make creating and keeping
track of passwords less annoying.

have dictionaries
with millions of
the most common
passwords and
variations, and
they can crack
these simple ones
in minutes or even seconds using home computers. In fact,
check out the recent list of the most common passwords
to make sure you haven’t used any of them.
A strong password needs to have a mix of upper-case and
lower-case characters, along with numbers and symbols.
However, you can’t just get away with simple substitutions
like “Mayth3F0rc3Bw!thU!”

1. Too Short
A decade ago, a five- or six-character password was
more than a match for the average computer. However,
computers have increased in processing speed at such an
astounding rate that a six-character password is as bad as
having no password at all.
When you’re making new passwords, 8 characters should
be the absolute minimum, and 10 to 12 characters is
recommended. For super important accounts, such as
your banking account, a 14 to 16 character password isn’t
a bad idea. My I.T. staff uses 30-character passwords for
the important systems.
2. Too Simple
Even a 12-character password isn’t going to do much
good if it’s something as simple as “123456789012” or
“abcdefghijkl”. Hackers check for things like that right
away.

Something like that will slow a hacker down, but modern
computers are fast enough to try substitutions like this as
well. Your password needs to be virtually random.
Instead of just randomly hitting keyboard keys, however,
try another method that makes the password easier to
remember. Start by thinking up a random sentence. You can
use a catch phrase, quote or even a song lyric like “Tramps
like us, baby we were born to run.”
Take the first character from each word to get “tlu,bwwbtr”.
Add some symbols in place of similar letters, so “u”
becomes |_|, the “to” from the original lyric becomes 2.
Then, capitalized a few of the letters to make a strong
password that’s easier to remember than a random
password: “Tl|_|,BwwB2R”.
However, when you have dozens of passwords,
remembering them is going to be a problem even with
this method. That’s why you need to keep in mind the
next two mistakes.
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Even a common phrase like “maytheforcebewithyou”
is something hackers look for right off the bat. They
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Education SIG
1-to-1 Laptop Initiatives Boost Student Scores,
Study Finds
First-of-its-kind analysis examines 15 years of data
by Leo Doran and Benjamin Herold, Education Week
Efforts by K-12 schools to give every student a laptop
computer increased student achievement and gave a modest
boost to their “21st-century skills,” concludes a first-of-itskind meta-analysis of 15 years’ worth of research studies.
“It’s not like just providing a laptop to every student will
automatically increase student achievement, but we find
that it’s the first step,” said Binbin Zheng, an assistant
professor of counseling, educational psychology, and
special education at Michigan State University.

“Ubiquitous Wireless Laptops in Upper Elementary
Mathematics”
Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science
Teaching
Clariana, R. (2009)
“The Impact of 1:1 Laptop Use On Middle School
Math and Science Standardized Test Scores”
Computers in the Schools
Dunleavy, M., & Heinecke, W.F. (2008)

Using statistical techniques to analyze already-completed
studies, Zheng and her colleagues found that 1-to-1 laptop
programs, on average, had a statistically significant positive
impact on student test scores in English/language arts,
writing, math, and science. The limited number of rigorous
quantitative studies available to analyze means that further
analysis is warranted, but the findings are clearly a good
sign for 1-to-1 proponents, Zheng said.

“Learning With Laptops: A Multi-Method Case Study”
Journal of Educational Computing Research
Grimes, D., & Warschauer, M. (2008)

A further review of 86 additional papers, meanwhile,
found some modest evidence of other positive benefits
associated with giving laptops to students, including
increased student technology use; more student-centered
and project-based instruction; greater student engagement;
and better relationships between students and teachers.

“Laptop Usage Affects Abstract Reasoning of Children in
the Developing World”
Computers & Education
Hansen, N.; Koudenburg, N.; Hiersemann, R.; Tellegen,
P.J.; Kocsev, M.; & Postmes, T. (2012)

The analysis focused solely on 1-to-1 laptop efforts. The
researchers cautioned that their results are not generalizable
to other devices such as tablets, desktop computers, and
smartphones.
10 Key Studies
Here is a list of the studies used in a meta-analysis of
1-to-1 computing programs conducted by Michigan State
University researchers:

The

“Elementary Reading Fluency And Comprehension: Do
Laptops Make a Difference?”
Bryan, A. (2011) (Doctoral dissertation)

“Learning With Technology: The Impact of Laptop Use
on Student Achievement”
Journal of Technology, Learning and Assessment
Gulek, J.C., & Demirtas, H. (2005)

“Learning, Engagement, and Technology: Middle School
Students’ Three-Year Experience in Pervasive Technology
Environments in South Korea”
Journal of Educational Computing Research
Hur, J.W., & Oh, J. (2012)
“Do One-to-One Initiatives Bridge the Way to 21st Century
Knowledge and Skills?”
Journal of Educational Computing Research
Lowther, D.L.; Inan, F.A.; Ross, S.M.; & Strahl, J.D.
(2012)
“Intertwining Digital Content and a One-to-One Laptop
Environment in Teaching and Learning: Lessons From the
Time to Know Program”
Journal of Research on Technology in Education
Rosen, Y., & Beck-Hill, D. (2012)
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“The Social Promise of the Time to Know Program”
Journal of Interactive Online Learning
Rosen, Y., & Manny-Ikan, E. (2011)

In an attempt to definitively determine the impact of K-12
1-to-1 initiatives, Zheng and her colleagues reviewed
96 journal articles and doctoral dissertations published
between January 2001 and May 2015.

Source: “Learning in One-to-One Laptop Environments: A
Meta-Analysis and Research Synthesis,” Michigan State
University
The new findings run counter to the skepticism about
educational technology expressed by many researchers
and practitioners. A raft of prior studies, for example, has
shown that even when technology is present in classrooms,
teachers are slow to transform their practice, instead using
technology primarily to make administrative tasks and
existing forms of instruction more efficient.
The new analysis has the potential to reshape the debate
about ed-tech’s impact, said Elliot Soloway, a computer
science professor at the University of Michigan who has
spent decades studying classroom technology.
“This is one of those definitive studies that comes along
every 20 years,” Soloway said. “Schools are going to use
[the findings] to justify the move to one-to-one.”

Just 10 of those studies met the researchers’ criteria for
inclusion in the statistical meta-analysis of 1-to-1 laptop
initiatives’ impact on student achievement, reflecting the
still-very-limited research base on student computing
initiatives.
“A disproportionate amount of the research to date on this
topic consists of small case studies in one or a handful of
schools,” Zheng and her colleagues wrote in their study,
titled “Learning in One-to-One Laptop Environments:
A Meta-Analysis and Research Synthesis,” published
online earlier this year in the academic journal Review of
Educational Research. Still, there were enough historical
findings to conclude that 1-to-1 laptop programs helped
improve students’ academic achievement at statistically
significant levels in English/language arts, writing, math,
and science. The impact on reading was not statistically
significant.

Rapid Growth of 1-to-1

However, the effect of using laptops, overall, was noticeably
less than the effect of other established interventions, such
as smaller class sizes or individual tutoring.

One-to-1 student computing was first introduced to K-12
schools in the United States in the late 1990s. In 2002,
Maine became the first state to launch a statewide program.

The results are “small but noteworthy,” Zheng said.
Interpret With Caution

The trend has since gathered steam: In 2013 and 2014
alone, schools purchased more than 23 million laptops,
tablets, and Chromebooks for use by students and teachers
in the classroom (and sometimes at home).
Generally, the goal is to enable teachers and software to
deliver more personalized content to students, to boost
students’ technology skills, and to empower children to
do more complex and creative work.
Several high-profile 1-to-1 disasters resulting from
poor purchasing plans, bad planning, and a lack of clear
academic vision have raised questions for schools about
the wisdom of the approach, however.
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And some research has been less than encouraging. A 2009
survey by the National Center for Education Statistics, for
example, found that classroom technology was used for
practice of basic skills far more often than for design and
creation. A recent study by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development found that countries where
15-year-old students use computers most in the classroom
scored the worst on international math and reading tests.

The researchers also looked beyond test scores, reviewing
86 additional studies that did include an empirical
examination of 1-to-1 laptop initiatives’ impact in K-12
schools, but did not include an experimental design and/or
quantitative results. Among the findings from that review:
A 1-to-1 laptop environment often led to increased
frequency and breadth of student technology use, typically
for writing, Internet research, note-taking, completing
assignments, and reading.
Students used laptops extensively throughout the writing
process, expanding the genres and formats of their work to
include writing for email, chats, blogs, wikis, and the like.
Student-centered, individualized, and project-based
learning appeared to increase in at least some instances of
1-to-1 laptop rollouts.
Student-teacher communications (via email and Google
docs, for example) and parental involvement in their
children’s school work increased in some instances.
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Students expressed “very positive” attitudes about using
laptops in the classroom, as findings consistently showed
higher student engagement, motivation, and persistence
when laptops were deployed to all students.
Students’ technology and problem-solving skills improved
and their ownership of their own learning increased,
according to some evidence.
There were mixed findings on whether 1-to-1 laptop
programs helped overcome inequities among students
and schools.
Those results should be interpreted with caution,
the researchers said, because they tended to rely on
observation, survey, and interview data.
Beyond Test Scores
“There was a wide consensus in the studies we reviewed
that use of laptops promotes 21st-century learning skills,”
the authors write. “However, studies rarely attempted to
operationalize and systematically measure the growth
of 21st-century skills in laptop students compared with
control students.”
Leslie Wilson, the CEO of the One-to-One Institute, a
nonprofit that consults with schools and districts, said
she was “thrilled” to see the new research, though she
cautioned that educational leaders shouldn’t leap to
conclude that going 1-to-1 is enough on its own to increase
student achievement.

Apple Ambassador

For such a program to be effective, she said, schools
must focus on crafting comprehensive plans that cover
everything from infrastructure to curriculum to pedagogy
to professional development.

And the real benefits of giving every student access to
a computer, contended Soloway of the University of
Michigan, come when schools move from “instructive”
to “constructive” learning, or from “teaching kids to
remember something to teaching them how to figure
something out.”
To best measure the extent to which that change is taking
place, Zheng said, researchers and educators will have to
look beyond standardized-test scores.
She hopes the new research will prompt further efforts to
develop assessments for students’ digital literacy skills,
as well as their creativity, independence, and leadership.
“Many of the benefits of 1-to-1 laptop programs are not
detected by standardized tests,” Zheng said. “For the many
programs whose purpose is to help students be a better 21stcentury citizen, we need to develop and use corresponding
measurements.”
Vol. 35, Issue 31, Page 11

cats and then over the last four years, famous places in
Apple’s home state of California. So at WWDC, Apple may
introduce something along the lines of macOS 10.12 Tahoe.

Continued from page 2.
development frameworks, referring to the resulting
package as Mac OS X. In 2012, Apple began omitting the
“Mac” when referring to OS X.

The future of Macs

Jobs once remarked that the Mac OS X platform would run
Apple’s systems for the next 15 years. It was 15 years ago
that the initial Mac OS X 10.0 shipped, effectively bringing
NeXTSTEP to Mac hardware. Apple kept incrementing
each major version as a new edition of OS X, resulting in
today’s OS X 10.11.

Given that Apple’s Mac sales have incrementally but
significantly ratcheted upward over the past five years
despite the availability of cheaper, simpler tablets and
less expensive Windows PCs, there does appear to be a
strong market for high quality, premium priced Macs,
particularly notebooks. Apple now sells three model tiers:
the entry level, non Retina MacBook Air; the ultralight
new MacBook flagship and the high end MacBook Pro
(which Apple has often updated in concert with WWDC).

The

To distract away from the clumsy numbering scheme,
each release of OS X has been given a name, initially

What future does Apple’s premium Mac platform have in
a world where alternative Windows PCs have an Average
Selling Price near $300, and where Apple itself has branded
its iPad Pro as the “ultimate PC replacement”? Consider
that PCs ASPs collapsed many years ago and iPads have
been available starting at $500 for half a decade now.
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Apple also continues to sell lots of its premium all-inone iMac, now sporting an advanced 4K or 5K display,
making it an excellent canvas for designers, musicians,
photographers and video editors.
Less clear is the future for Apple’s radically redesigned
Mac Pro, essentially a compact “tower PC” with little
capacity for expansion, and the Mac mini, a “headless
iMac” optimistically offered in 2005 as a drop in Windows
PC replacement enabling users to upgrade while keeping
their keyboard and display. Initially refreshed about once
each year, it hasn’t been updated since the end of 2014.

Such a leap may occur even before the company makes any
effort to migrate its existing Macs from their current Intel
x86 architecture to an ARM Ax design created by Apple.
AppleInsider has previously discussed the pros and cons
of Apple moving its Mac lineup to a custom Ax processor.
The reality is that Apple already moved OS X to ARM to
create iOS. Moving Macs to Ax chips would essentially
just port the remaining parts that Apple specifically chose
not move to iOS (including a mouse pointer, a desktop of
overlapping windows and an exposed file system).
New low level Mac technologies

Back in 2011, Apple canned its Xserve line (introduced in
2002) after abandoning the rack-mounted server market
and diverting its resources toward more rewarding efforts.
It could do the same with the Mac mini, which would
effectively leave the Mac as its premium +$800 platform,
making virtually all of its computing tools with a three
digit price tag ARM-based iOS devices.
ARM Macs?
Shortly before the Xserve was canceled, Apple also
terminated development of another Mac in late 2010: the
original Apple TV, an Intel Pentium M-powered device that
essentially ran a modified version of OS X. In its place,
a new iOS-based second generation Apple TV gained
traction at a much lower price, thanks to major cost savings
related to its disk-free media streaming design managed
by an ARM chip.
Apple could do something similar with the Mac mini,
replacing it with an iOS based system. However, it’s not
clear who this would appeal to given that basic, low cost
computing is already well represented on Apple’s iPad
lineup at prices that would be hard to rival with an ARM
based Mac.
In the other direction, Apple could reenter the server arena
with an efficient, low cost new multiple-blade Xserve
based around replaceable cards featuring multiple A-series
ARM processors and new flavor of iOS tuned to the
needs of servers, with support for parallelism and hosting
virtualized servers.
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Apple is currently investing lots of resources into its own
massive server farms, so it would have deep insight into
what’s required to deliver high performance, low heat
server hardware. And what better way to drive down its
own hardware costs than to work toward establishing a
secondary market for new server-optimized Ax silicon
designs?

In the more immediate term, Apple continues to maintain
and extend its Mac OS platform, often sharing “cross
pollinated” technology with iOS. There are a variety
of initiatives that benefit both, including ongoing work
related to the WebKit-based Safari web browser, Xcode
development tools, and of course the company’s new Swift
3.0 development language that is expected to be unveiled
next month.
Other core initiatives Apple may show off at WWDC
include a new file system with support for features lacking
from the venerable (or perhaps vulnerable) HFS Plus.
Back around 2007, Apple began making progress toward
introducing support for the more modern and advanced
ZFS, which supported flexible volume management,
continuous data integrity checking and automatic repair.
However, support for ZFS was abruptly pulled in 2009
and never spoken of again. Macs continue to suffer from
disk corruption and a series of other problems related to
the archaic HFS architecture and its limitations
Macs continue to suffer from disk corruption and a series of
other problems related to the archaic HFS architecture and
its limitations. Given that Apple has put the resources into
building its own language and silicon chip architectures,
it would not be surprising to find that it has also been
working on a new file system. Alternatively, Apple could
also identify an existing high performance file system with
modern features, and simply adopt it.
That’s what the company did in order to move away from
the Mac’s aging, proprietary Apple File-sharing Protocol
(AFP). In 2013, Apple announced that Macs running OS X
Mavericks would by default support network connections
using Microsoft’s SMB2, noting at the time that “SMB2
is super fast, increases security, and improves Windows
compatibility.”
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OS X Yosemite subsequently added support for SMB3,
a new version of the protocol introduced by Microsoft in
Windows 8. However, there remain some complexities,
compatibility and performance issues between Macs,
Windows PCs and other SMB-based NAS (network
attached storage) and file sharing servers. It would be great
if Apple could really put a performance polish on how Macs
store, share and access files in networked environments.
A lot of Apple’s recent focus has been on automatic file
management and iCloud-based storage, finally getting
to the point where its own first party apps make almost
ubiquitous use of cloud-based storage (including Notes,
introduced last year) to keep data in sync across devices
and platforms (iOS and Mac), and enabling third parties
to follow suit.
Last year at WWDC Apple introduced iCloud data access
from web apps (or other platforms) using the JavaScriptpowered CloudKit JS, which it used to create a web-based
Notes app for iCloud, providing access to a user’s Notes
from iOS 9 or on the Mac. Earlier this year, Apple also
gave CloudKit developers the ability to read and write data
in their app’s public database from a server-side process
or script. WWDC will likely further expand on CloudKit’s
features.
It could make sense for Apple to apply some of the database
storage techniques used by iCloud to enhance local storage
on the Mac. The company could also optimize how existing
Macs make use of Solid State Storage or the company’s
hybrid Fusion Drive to accelerate disk operations and
further minimize power consumption.

Another core technology Apple is expected to bring to the
Mac desktop is Siri assistance. While talking to your Phone,
Car Play enabled vehicle or Apple Watch may make lots of
sense, Mac users might benefit even more from a command
line version of Siri that works like a bot in Messages or
in Spotlight search.
Apple previously enhanced system wide search, but
hasn’t yet brought the iOS 9 style proactive intelligence
to the Mac. Being able to plan calendar events, map trips,
coordinate contacts and then generate documents, messages
and other tasks using voice or bot-like commands could
make Siri even more valuable on the Mac desktop than it
is on your phone. Opening up an API that lets developers
tap into the system could help make Macs an even more
desirable platform for assistance-based computing.
iOS apps: Health, News and Home apps
Apple released a number of new apps for iOS 9 last year
that have yet to make an appearance on Macs, including
News, Health and Activity. There’s also no native Mac
app for accessing Find my iPhone or Find Friends (both of
which could be integrated into the Mac Maps app).
For both the Mac and iOS devices, it seems that Apple
should offer a Home app for managing HomeKit devices,
rather than leaving HomeKit licensees to roll their own.
Along those lines, Apple could also integrate tools for
configuring Apple TV, Airport Base station and Time
Machine devices into the same single interface.

New application level Mac technologies

Hosting iOS apps on Macs

Apple has made MapKit an ongoing focus on both iOS
and Macs, recently using it to bring transit directions.
There’s so much more Maps could do, ranging from user
created Flyovers, to more complex and sophisticated route
mapping, to support for alternative modes of travel such as
biking. Maps may offer a new extension point for Apple’s
secure App Extension mechanism, allowing third parties
to add their own new feature to the Maps app.

In parallel, it could also make sense for Apple to take
inspiration from Microsoft’s Universal WP Apps
architecture for Windows 10. While it hasn’t worked
for Microsoft as intended (to leverage the Windows PC
installed base to induce development for Microsoft’s
beleaguered mobile platform) it could be an idea that works
for Apple in bringing over existing iOS apps to the Mac.

The

Another low level API Apple brought to the Mac last year
was Metal, its low-overhead alternative to OpenGL and
OpenCL for GPU and GPGPU acceleration. If more of
the Mac’s core graphics can be rendered using Metal, it
should speed up the interface and enable more animated
effects without distracting the CPU from its core workload.

As earlier noted in regard to Apple Watch, the Mac
Messages app should gain support for at least receiving
Digital Touch, tap and heartbeat messages from watch
wearers. Bringing over Health and Activity to the Mac
could also help with efforts to gamify fitness, health
and weight loss goals inside of a Game Center social
network, as well as potentially contributing to clinical
study reporting for ResearchKit and CareKit applications.
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Currently, Apple runs a sort of half-assed Mac App Store
that lacks the same vast economies of scale as the iOS
App Store, in part because the installed base of Macs is
closer to 100 million while iOS devices are now close to 1
billion. Apple also can’t impose all of the same restrictions
of iOS on Mac users.

In the future, this kind of tight coordination between
devices using Bluetooth and WiFi could spill across into
other devices, such as Beats Pill speakers that could be
arranged to create surround stereo imaging from Apple
TV, or listen for Hey Siri commands using advanced audio
detection features paired with multiple microphones.

However, if it could offer Mac users the option of
installing iPad apps and iPhone “desk accessories” to run
in emulation on the Mac desktop, it would save developers
from having to decide whether it made sense for them to
build a separate native app for Mac OS users. The iOS
version of simple titles would “just work.”

Mac & iOS convergence

This would bring a huge variety of basic apps to the Mac
desktop, including a large number of custom enterprise
titles. It would also have the effect of adding the Mac’s
installed base to that of iPads, further encouraging
developers to optimize their existing iPhone titles to run
in a larger screen format appropriate for both iPads and
the Mac desktop. Apple could also enforce the same iOS
security policies on the Mac’s iOS emulation environment.
Future Macs could even incorporate an A10 chip to
allow them to run iOS apps without software emulation,
potentially paving the way for a transition to Ax based Mac
software and Ax-only future Mac hardware.
Expanded iOS Continuity features
Beyond running iOS apps, Macs can also improve upon
the existing Continuity features that link Apple’s desktop
platform to its mobile iOS devices. One simple start would
be to allow iPhone via Touch ID to unlock a configured
Mac. This “Remote Touch ID” could also be use to verify
web-based purchases made with Apple Pay using Touch
ID, or to make money transfers in iMessage.
In the other direction, it could be useful to integrate Find
My iPhone (or Find My Apple Watch) into the Mac desktop
(perhaps within the Maps app), allowing users to ping their
devices when misplaced or track where they last reported
their location in the case of being lost and subsequently
losing power, all without being forced to use a web app.
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Additional Continuity features could include tools for
managing an Apple TV, or programmatically streaming
dynamic content to an Apple TV for use in digital signage.
Apple has already done work to enable screen sharing
between Macs, and uses screen sharing technology in its
Classroom app (released for iOS 9.3) to allow a teacher on
a MacBook to monitor the work of students using iPads.

While there’s been plenty of talk about how Apple needs to
“converge Macs with iPads,” there are a variety of features
and conventions that clearly should be different on the two
platforms, reflecting the very different way we approach
conventional Macs and the very streamlined user interface
of mobile iOS devices.
Apple previously brought Launchpad to the Mac,
essentially the equivalent of iOS Home. But for most tasks,
using the mouse-oriented Dock from the Mac’s 2000-era
Aqua UI makes more sense than trying to navigate a huge
grid of app icons.
Another example is the keyboard-based Cmd-Tab for
app switching, versus the multitouch convention on iOS
devices. Instead of bringing the iOS task-switcher to the
Mac, Apple has brought the Mac’s keyboard-based CmdTab to iOS for use on iPad Pro models outfitted with a
keyboard. Conversely, iOS multitasking with Slide Over,
Split View (above) and Picture in Picture makes more
sense for iPads than a port of the conventional Mac desktop
from the 1980s, with overlapping windows that can be
minimized or closed.
The Mac menubar of settings icons with pulldown menus
doesn’t need to be replaced with the much simpler iOS
Control Center, either. That doesn’t even make sense to
anticipate. However there has been a variety of features
Apple has taken from iOS to apply to its venerable OS X
platform. One is the Notification Bar, which now looks
identical to the pull down feature on iOS.
The Mac OS Notification Bar is also the interface now
used to present Widgets, rather than the earlier Dashboard
layer of floating Widgets that first debuted on Mac OS X
Tiger in 2005. (The old Dashboard layer is available; it’s
just turned off by default.)
Apple seems to have done a better job at making these
sorts of design decisions that differentiate multitouch iOS
and the mouse and keyboard-based OS X, particularly
in comparison with Microsoft’s poorly received Metro
mashup of animated touch targets on conventional PCs.
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Microsoft similarly made the same mistake a decade prior
when it assumed that the full Windows desktop and Start
menu made sense on small Windows CE PDAs and then
Windows Mobile smartphones.
Mac & iOS alignment with Settings
However, there is another example of simplicity in iOS that
should be brought to the Mac: Settings. Its current Mac
equivalent, System Preferences, maintains an interface
that has evolved from the early days of the Mac, one that
is now just arbitrarily different from iOS. Users of both
Macs and iOS devices have to rethink how to navigate
each system just to do simple things like change network
settings or configure an Internet account.
Apple should directly port the iOS interface layout of
Settings (above) to the Mac, leaving the old System
Preferences available for existing users who prefer it, but
deprecated from the default UI. With a new Settings app
on the Mac that was organized very similarly to iOS, the
very large pool of iOS users would find using a Mac much
more familiar.
Even as a long time Mac user, looking at the three dozen
icons presented in System Preferences is overwhelming.
And thinking about how to perform simple tasks involves
a lot of unnecessary translation. For example, Wallpapers
on the iOS are referred to using the more ambiguous term
“Desktop” on the Mac. Apple should align its platforms
better in this regard.
Clean out the junk drawer
While Apple regularly gets flack over its first party iOS
app icons that users can’t delete from the Home screen,
there are lots of Mac apps that have been hanging around
for the better part of fifteen years without ever really being
finished. Apple should clean this stuff up.
One example: Apple should take apps like Image Capture
and the Mac’s Printing and Scanning features and present
one clear, finished app for working with connected imaging
devices from scanners to cameras to USB stored images.
This could even be integrated with Preview to provide a
single, iCloud backed repository for scanned documents
and PDFs, a sort of OCR-enabled graphic Notes for
documents, receipts and other captured images.
Spruce up the App Store

The

Apple should also invest more effort into the Mac App
Store, possibly acquiring or simply assembling suites of

existing business apps specific to an industry, providing
a turnkey package of apps for running a particular small
business.
As Apple has transitioned from being a niche computing
hardware maker into a retail giant maintaining multiple,
interconnected platforms that each own the most valuable
segment of the market (macOS, iOS, watchOS and tvOS),
the company increasingly needs to start focusing more on
providing valuable end-user applications for its customers
rather than simply maintaining an operating system to host
a proprietary platform for third party developers.
Actively helping third party developers to refine and sell
their products in the App Store, as a real partner rather than
just a platform facilitator, will do more to drive new sales
of Macs and other hardware compared to simply churning
out increasingly thin devices with impressive screens.
Apart from Macs, Apple Watch and iOS devices,
Next month’s WWDC will also provide provide more
information about another Apple platform, which we’ll
examine in a future segment. Let us know what you think
about the future of macOS in the comments below.

Internet SIG
Continued from page 3.
3. Not Unique
As passwords get longer and more complex, it’s tempting
to use the same password for every account so you only
have to remember one. Unfortunately, if you do this and
a hacker gets a hold of your password for one account,
say in a data breach, they can log into all your accounts.
You need to create unique passwords for every account you
have. Of course, that makes it really hard to remember your
passwords, which leads to mistake number 4.
4. Writing Passwords Down
Many people create strong, unique passwords and then
write them down on sticky notes that they stick on their
desk. Some people keep their passwords in a notebook that
they leave lying around.
A hacker won’t have much of a chance of seeing those,
but what about snooping family members or friends?
Maybe your house is robbed and burglars end up with your
password notebook. If the burglars are smart enough they
can cause you a lot of trouble.
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Instead of writing the passwords on a notebook, get a
password manager. This is a program that stores and locks
your passwords behind a single Master Password. You can
create dozens of strong unique passwords and only need to
remember a single password (and you can use our formula
in point 2 to make it).
Some popular password managers include free ones
like KeePass and Kaspersky Password Manager (full
disclosure: Kaspersky Lab is a sponsor of The Kim
Komando Show).
5. Never Changing Passwords
You might have heard the recommendation that you change
your password every 6 months, 3 months or even monthly.
However, the Federal Trade Commission recently did
a study that shows you shouldn’t regularly change your
password.

WWDC
Continued from page 31
OS X 10.12
Along with a new version of iOS, WWDC always brings an
updated version of the Mac operating system. Last year’s update,
El Capitan, was designed to be introduce new refinements,
bug fixes, and performance optimizations to Yosemite, but OS
X 10.12 is shaping up to be a bigger update with some major
feature additions.
One of the headline features in OS X 10.12 may be Siri
integration, with a Siri button available in the menu bar and
through an icon on the dock. We’ve seen a leaked version of the
Siri dock icon with a colorful waveform design. Siri on the Mac
will presumably be able to perform all of the same functions
available on iOS, such as opening apps, playing music, and
answering queries.

Regularly changing passwords is annoying, which leads to
people making passwords too simple or reusing them. In
fact, people who regularly change their passwords make
them 46% easier to guess. In general, you should only
change your password if you think it’s been involved in
a data breach.

Along with Siri integration, OS X 10.12 may include an updated
version of iTunes with a redesigned Apple Music experience to
match changes coming in iOS 10, and it may support unlocking
Macs via an iPhone and Apple Pay in the browser. We’re also
expecting to see some improvements to the Photos app.

That being said, you should take some time to look through
your passwords and update the ones you haven’t changed in
years. They probably include some of the mistakes above,
and you want them to be as strong as possible.

Apple’s two newest operating systems, watchOS for the Apple
Watch and tvOS for the fourth-generation Apple TV, are also
expected to see updates at the Worldwide Developers Conference.
We haven’t heard any details about what Apple could introduce
in a next-generation version of watchOS or tvOS, so upcoming
Apple Watch and Apple TV features will be a surprise.

BONUS: Poor Security Question
Most websites have options for recovering a forgotten
password, and one of the most common ways to do this
is answering a security question you set up in advance.
Unfortunately, most security questions are things a
hacker or relative can figure out with little effort, such as
a mother’s maiden name or the street where you grew up.
A weak security question can render the strongest password
completely useless. Learn how to make strong security
questions and answers that no one can guess.
As another bonus, you should know that many online
accounts have a bit of extra security you might not be
using. It’s called two-factor authentication, and when it’s
turned on, hackers can’t get into your account even if they
know your password. Find out how this security feature
works and how to turn it on for popular online accounts,
including Amazon and Facebook.

watchOS and tvOS

Macs and Mac Accessories
We could potentially see refreshes of some Mac models. The
Retina MacBook Pro, the Mac mini, and the Mac Pro are all
overdue for an update, but there’s no concrete evidence Mac
refreshes are coming at WWDC and rumors suggest it will focus
on software.
There were early rumors suggesting Apple could debut refreshed
Retina MacBook Pro models at WWDC, but recent information
from analyst Ming-Chi Kuo suggests the Retina MacBook Pro
refresh won’t happen until the fall of 2016. There’s a possibility
Apple could unveil a new Retina MacBook Pro at the event and
then release it later in the year, but it’s not guaranteed or even
rumored at this point.
Thunderbolt Display stock is limited in some Apple Store
locations ahead of the Worldwide Developers Conference,
sparking some speculation that a refresh is imminent, but new
information suggests a Thunderbolt Display is unlikely to appear
at the event.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053
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Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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